
The Urban Idea Exchange - Built Environment and Public Art 

Good urban design and the integration of public art into the planning and development 
process are two important strategies at the heart of a Creative City Building strategy. 
Visionary city planners and community leaders know that the health and wellbeing of a 
city is ultimately measured by the quality of life enjoyed by its residents. Great cities 
provide residents with a great quality of life by creating urban environments that are well 
designed, people-friendly and alive with creative energy. 

Across North America, Percent for Public Art programs that allocate a certain 
percentage of new development construction costs for public art projects are a good 
example of creative city building policy. Cities with established Percent for Public Art 
programs like Minneapolis, Chicago and Toronto as well as smaller municipalities like 
Moncton NB and Surrey BC  recognize the positive impact public art can have on a 
city's character, economy and profile. Public art gives meaning to place, voice to 
community and richness to the built environment. 

Good urban design also has an important role to play in creative city building and 
contributing to a high quality of life. “Urban design challenges the often-neglected 
elements of public space to serve a deeper meaning in the community. The 
intermediary elements, which divide public space from private space, such as roads, 
benches, parks, greenways, sidewalks, boulevards and even parking [can be] designed 
to cleverly integrate elements such as art that will weave culture, identity and 
community directly into the canvas of the cityscape.” * 

Integrating art and culture into the planning and development process can provide an 
opportunity for meaningful community input and engagement. Creative city building 
strategies that respond to the local environment and urban context in a meaningful way 
can transform everyday civic infrastructure into community assets that add value to the 
city and enhance quality of life. 

* Integrating Urban Design and Cultural Activity for Cultural Connection and Vibrancy: Halifax urban renewal. By Katie Warfield 
Creative City Network of Canada, 2005-2006. http://www.creativecity.ca/publications/making-the-case/urban-renewal-and-
revitalization.php 
 

For Discussion: 

 How can we shift attitudes away from thinking about Public Art as a “nice-to-have” 
addition to the built environment towards thinking about Public Art as an 
integrated component within the planning and development process? 

 What legislative and policy tools can be implemented to support an enhanced 
role for Public Art in the planning and development process? What is the 
potential for initiatives like Percent for Art programs and private sector incentives 
in Winnipeg? 

 How can we ensure that new development and urban revitalization initiatives 
take into consideration high quality public realm design? What role does public 
art play in the creation of vibrant, sustainable and creative public spaces? 

 


